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ABSTRACT 
FOOTE, K. G. 1978. Analysis of empirical observations on  the scattering of sound by encaged 
aggregations of fish. FiskDir. Skr. Ser. HavUnders., 16:  422-455. 
The  experimental findings of RBTTINGEN (1975 and 1976) for the scattering of ultrasonic 
sound by encaged aggregations of saithe and sprat are analyzed. T h e  insensitivity of the 
relationship of the mean time-integrated echo intensity E and fish number density v to both the 
center frequency and pulse duration of the ensonifying signal is considered qualitatively. A 
general theory for thescatteringof sound by a collection ofrandomly distributed and oriented, 
but otherwise identical scatterers, whose individually complicated scattering behavior is descri- 
bed by two parameters, the backscattering and extinction cross sections, is applied to R@ttin- 
gen's experiment with saithe. The  etnpirical E-v relationship is reproduced successfully with 
respect to a unique set of parameters of a model whose main ingredients are the following: 
assumption of a truncated Gaussian distribution in tilt angle for the orientation distribution; 
expression of the scattering cross sections in terms of the mean and variance of this distributi- 
on; assumption that the mean tilt angle is independent of v and that the variance in tilt is the 
sum of two variances: the intrinsic variance, which is postulated to be an exponentially 
decreasing function of v,  and the perspectival variance, assumed constant, which is the mean 
square apparent tilt of the scatterer due solely to its azimuthal orientation relative to the 
generally obliquely located sourceireceiver, By comparing predictions of the F-v relationship 
with those observed for saithe, the mean extinction cross sections at the two frequencies of 
R0ttingen's experiment are deduced. 
I N T R O D U C T I O N  
In  an experiment performed by R~tt ingen in 1973 (RQTTINGEN 1975 and 
1976), which was designed to help clarify the relationship between acoustic 
echo energy and the number density of schooling fish when ensonified by 
ultrasonic pulses, the echoes from encaged aggregations of fish of uniform 
kind and size were observed. By elementary signal processing the informa- 
tion contained in each echo was reduced to a single number, the time- 
integrated echo intensity E .  Because of the considerable pulse-to-pulse vari- 
ability in this quantity, many determinations of E were made at each obser- 
ved number density v. A large number of independent samples were then 
drawn from this population of measurements and their average, 2, compu- 
ted with respect to this ensemble, so that the true F at a particular number 
density would be known with a high degree of confidence. This determina- 
tion of E was made systematically over a wide range of v, which probably 
spans that observed in nature, for each of three species of fish: Pollachius 
virens (L.) or saithe, Sprattus sprattus (L.) or sprat, and Scomber scombrus L. or 
mackerel. 
The surprising finding of the observations on the saithe and sprat was 
that the relationship of F and v is essentially non-unique, and is distin- 
guished primarily by fish kind and size and only secondarily by pulse 
duration and center frequency. The basic v-dependence of E is the follow- 
ing: linear proportionality up  to a certain density; thereafter, a steady 
decrease in the rate of increase ofE with v until a maximum is reached; then, 
a decline in E for still higher values of v. Thus there are values of E which 
obtain at each of two distinct densities. 
The observations of E for the mackerel were quite irregular. Because 
these fish were observed, by mean of anunderwater camera, to cluster along 
the netting of their cage, rather than to distribute themselves more or less 
uniformily throughout it as both the saithe and sprat did, their observations 
are not considered further in this study. 
I t  is the aim this paper, then, to explain the basic observations of R~t t in -  
gen for saithe and sprat. This will be done firstly on a qualitative level: the 
approximate insensitivity of the E-v relationship to the pulse duration and 
center frequency of the ensonifying signal will be explained and, through a 
dimensional analysis of the empirical findings, the requirements for a 
quantitative theory will be established. A general theory for the scattering of 
sound by collections of scatterers, which is developed in the Appendix, will 
then be applied to R~ttingen's experiment with saithe. A similar detailed 
quantitative analysis for sprat will not be carried out because of the lack of 
ventral aspect target strength data for sprat, which will be seen to be of 
crucial importance in the determination of the precise form of the - v  
relationship. 
M E T H O D  
QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF RgTTINGEN'S OBSERVATIONS 
For convenience RGttingen's results are reproduced in a condensed 
format in Fig. 1 and 2. In  both figures, which are distinguished by fish 
species and size, the empirical relationship of the mean or ensemble- 
averaged time - integrated echo intensity E and fish number density v is 
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Fig. 1. R@ttingenls observations of the normalized mean time-integrated echo intensity ?for 
saithe when ensonified by a narrowband signal for four conditions of pulse duration 
and center frequency: 0.3 msec at 38 kHz (o), 0.6 msec at 38 kHz (A),  0.1 msec at 120 
kHz (+), and 0.6 msec at 120 kHz (x). 
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Fig. 2. RGttingen's observations of the normalized mean time-integrated echo intensity 2 for 
sprat when ensonified by a narrowband signal for the same four conditions of pulse 
duration and center frequency shown in the legend of Fig. 1. 
stated for the following four combinations of pulse duration T and center 
frequency o,/272 of the ensoiliIjiing signal: T = 0.3 and 0.6 msec for w,/2z = 
38 kHz and T = 0. I and 0.6 msec for w,/2n = I20 kHz; all for a pulsed sinu- 
soid of the form rect(t/T) cos(w,t), as expressed in the notation of 
WOODWARD (1964). The four empirical E-v relationships are stated for 
saithe of uniform length distribution 35.1 -t 0.6 cm and mean mass 375 g 
in Fig. 1 and for sprat of uniform length distribution 12.1 i 2.3 cm and 
mean mass 12 g in Fig. 2. 
In view of the wide ranges in center frequency and pulse duration 
represented by the data, it is concluded that theE-v relationship is generally 
insensitive to both center frequency and pulse duration of the ensonifying 
signal, at least for the narrowband pulsed sinusoidal type, and is disting- 
uished primarily by fish kind and size. 
That the F-v relationship is relatively insensitive to frequency is not 
difficult to explain. This is because all estimates of a characteristic scattering 
size a indicate that the characteristic size-to-wavelength ratio is such that 
the proportional quantity ka = 2xa//Z, where k is the wavenumber andk is the 
wavelength of the signal at its center frequency, is always in excess of unity 
and generally is much greater than unity. Such estimates of the character- 
istic scattering size include those deduced from the following three sources: 
(1) the gross dimensions of the fish (RGTTINGEN 1976, RASMUSSEN 1960, 
NAKKEN pers. corn.); (2) the size of the swimbladder, the chief scattering 
organ of these species of fish, based on the estimate that the swimbladder 
occupies roughly 5 per cent of the total volume (SHIBATA 1970, MCCARTNEY 
and STUBBS 1971); and (3) measurements of target strength, assuming 
approximate equality of peak ventral and dorsal aspect target strengths 
(NAKKEN and OLSEN 1973). In the limit that the size is much larger than the 
wavelength, the phenomenon of scattering is essentially geometric, and those 
quantities which describe the scattering behaviour of a body, for example, a 
fish, adopt their respective constant high frequency values. Thus, other 
things remaining unchanged, a change in magnitude of the center fre- 
quency of the ensonifying signal, if sufficiently high, say, above 38 kHz, 
should not affect the relationship of r and v. 
The relative insentitivity of the 5-v relationship to changes in pulse 
duration can also be understood rather simply. The photographic evidence 
of Rottingen's experiment showed the spatial distribution of fish in their net 
cage to be generally randomly homogeneous throughout the entire volume 
of the cage. The pulse-to-pulse variations in the time-integrated echo inten- 
sity were large, suggesting both the importance of coherence for particular& 
and the fact that the fish did not remain stationary, but moved about. That 
this internal movement provides a mechanism for the randomness of E is 
clear, for while the ensonifying signal was narrowband, with w,T>>l for 
all experimental conditions of w, and T, the fish densities were always such 
that the mean nearest-neighbour fish distance was much greater than the 
wavelength, i.e. v-IN >>A. Thus the phases or relative times of the constituent 
echoes from individual fish, which compose the whole echo, are entirely 
1-anclorn. The effect of this is tocause the coherent contribution toe to vanish 
in the mean &large numbers of independent observations of& at particular 
V ,  SO that Z is equal to the irreducible incoherent contribution alone. This 
non-vanishing component of P is linearly proportional to T as the energy 
contained in each constituent echo is exactly proportional to the energy 
contained in the ensonifjing signal, which For the pulsed sinusoids of 
R@ttingen's experilnents is proportional to T. The basic form of the E-v 
relationship, when normalized by or scaled to the maximunl value of EI for 
the particular experimental conditions of w, and T, should, therefore, be 
independent of the pulse duration T.  
Theinlplication of the insensitivity of theF-v relatiollship tow, and T for 
both the saithe and sprat of R~ttingen's experiments is that the phenome- 
non of echo formation by an encagecl aggregation of fish at ultrasonic 
fi-equencies is primarily geometric and incoherent. The principal evidence 
for this conclusion is that a variation in frequency by a factor of three and a 
variation in pulse duration, thence phase, by a factor of six, with courespon- 
ding changes in the scatterer size-to-wavelength ratio and mean scatterer 
separation-to-pulse length ratio, have only an indiscernible effect on the 
v-dependence of E. If the mean echo strength were very dependent on the 
coherent or physical effect of interference among the constituent echoes, 
then there almost certainly would be considerable variations in the F-v 
relationship as T and w, were varied; yet, what variations are present are 
slight and apparently even too inconsistent to justify speculation about 
their origin. The fact t h a ~  the F-v relationship is stable with respect to large 
changes in both T and w, for different kinds of fish of uniform size 
distributions, but of widely differing mean lengths and masses, strengthens the 
conviction that a purely geometric theory of scattering should be entirely 
adequate to explain the quantitative features of the E-v relationship. 
Sucl~ a theory, which is developed in the Appendix and which has some 
common features with the theory of acoustic scattering by wakes (WILDT 
1947), is applied to the problem of Rottingen's experiment with saithe in the 
next section. 
QUAhITITATIVE ANALYSIS OF R@TTIhrGEhr'S OBSERVATIOhlS 
I Scuttem'ng of sound by an aggregation of fish 
The theory for acoustic scattering by a collection of randomly distribu- 
ted and oriented, but otherwise identical scatterers, which is presented in 
the Appendix, can be applied to the problem of acoustic scattering by an 
aggregation of fish if the following assumptions are made: 
(1 )  the acoustic source and receiver are essentially collocated; 
(2) the ensonifying signal is narrowband and of such a center frequency 
that the only significant multiple scattering effect is that of extinction 
of the incident wave; 
(3) the amplitude of the signal is sufficiently weak so that all nonlinear 
effects can be ignored; 
(4) the fish distribute themselves randomly homogenously throughout a 
definite volume which is fixed relative to the source/receiver and in 
the farfield of the source/receiver; 
(5) the fish are identical in size; 
(6) the scattering parameters of a single fish can be represented by exactly 
two parameters, the backscattering and extinction cross sections, which 
generally are functions of the orientation of the fish. 
When these conditions are satisfied, according to the results of the 
Appendix, the mean or ensemble-averaged time-integrated echo intensity 
E can be written 
2 2 
- Ioeio) Ds., DR+ 
E =- ab,, exp E-4 ar, - vae(rn - rn ,~ )  I 
4n n 4 
where the overhead bar denotes the operation of ensemble-averaging, and 
where the several quantities have the following meanings 
I, is the peak instantaneous intensity of the ensonifying pressure field 
at unit distance from the source; 
e (0 )  is the maximum value of the signal autocorrelation function; 
ab,, is the backscattering cross section of the nth scatterer; 
D S ,  and DR,, are the respective source and receiver pressure directivity 
factors in the direction of the nth scatterer; 
r, is the distance between source and nth scatterer; 
a is the attenuation rate of the medium at the center frequency of the 
ensonifying signal; 
v is the scatterer or fish number density; 
- 
ae is the ensemble-averaged extinction cross section; 
r is the distance from source to nearest surface of the volume in the 
direction of the nth scatterer. 
11. Approximation of ,f for a particular geometly and its ~rialuatian .fir constant 
scatkrin,g parameters. 
In  order to gain some insight into the above expression for E ,  which, 
under certain circumstances, cottld represent the mean acoustic energy 
backscattered by an aggregation or school of fish, E is now examined for a 
particular geometry. For convenience this is chosen to be of the type used by 
R~tt ingen in his experiments. 
Consider a cylindrical volurne V bouldinga collection of scatterers which 
are distributed randomly, but homogeneously throughout it. V is aligned 
with the common principal response axis of essentially collocated source 
and receiver. The position of the source/receiver defines the origin of a 
coordinate system whose z-axis is that of the common principal response 
axis. The transmit and receive beam patterns are broad with respect to V ,  
which, further, is assumed to be sufficiently narrow so that the contribution 
to the echo from a single scatterer is, to a good approximation, independent 
of its location in any transverse plane of V.  The general expression for Bcan 
be reduced to the following: 
where zr and z2 are the distances from source to nearer and further 
bounding planes of V ,  respectively, and where V is the measure of the 
cylindrical volume. 
The integral in this expression for E can be reduced to the exponential 
integral, so that E can be expressed in the following alternative form: 
where 1 = z2 - zr and 
' 2  exp [-a(z - zr) ] 
Y(a) = S z4 
z1 
where E1(x) is the exponential integral 
m exp (-t) 
E d 4  = S - 7  dt 
X 
as defined in ABRAMOWITZ and STEGUN (1964). 
If the ensemble-averaged scattering cross sections a7, and are 
regarded as constants, independent of the scatterer number density V ,  
then inspection of the integral expression of Z shows that E ?  is a mono- 
to~iically increasing function of v ,  which increases linearly with v for small v 
and gradually becomes asymptotic to a constant for large v.  These limiting 
forms of E are the following: 
where 
Q exp (-4 a z )  dz  
c l =  S 
z, S 
z2 exp (-4 a z )  
These limiting forms of confirin what is expected from simple 
physical considerations. In the limit of very low densities the several echoes 
from individual scatterers are generally distinct, i.e., separated in time, since 
a density can be found for which the signal transmission time T is relatively 
short compared to the mean time difference between the echoes of 
nearest-neighbour scatterers, so that the total echo energy is merely the sum 
of the individual echo energies; thence, E is proportional to the number of 
scatterers in V ,  and thence to v. At high densities the effect of extinction is 
strong; in fact, the diminution of the incident acoustic field as it penetratesv 
exactly counterbalances the increased number of scatterers, whose mean 
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Fig. 3. Normalized mean time-integrated echo intensity E for a collectio~t of scatterers with 
constant 6 and 6 when ensonified by a narrowband signal of center frequency 38 
kHz. Ce is expressed in units of sqvare centimeters. 
contribution to the irreducible incoherent part of F is inversely proportional 
to the total number VV of scatterers, and thence to v, so that F steadily 
approaches a constant as v increases. This asymptotic behaviour is a manife- 
station of conservation of energy: only a finite amount of energy is con- 
tained in s(t) and only a finite amount of energy - at most, that which is 
intercepted by V - can be backscattered. If, moreover, at all values of v the 
scatterers are distributed randomly holnogeneously in V ,  so thatE is compo- 
sed only of its incoherent part, then the transition from linear growth at low 
densities to asymptotic constancy at high densities will be completely smooth 
and gradual, i.e., monotonic. 
If a scatterer is of finite size and simple shape, then in the limit of the 
highest densities the distribution of scatterers in V may become regular, in 
which case the interference of the constituent echoes will make a non- 
negligible contribution to the total echo. The ainount of acoustic energy 
intercepted and backscattered by V is still finite in this situation, but the 
dependence of E on the now significant coherent part of the echo, in 
addition to the irreducible incoherent part, renders the asymptotic appro- 
ach to a constant at the highest density non-monotonic, or oscillatory, in the 
general case. The precise approach to the high density asymptote depends 
on the precise narrowband signal, scatterer size, geometry of V and magni- 
tude of Iri, for the case of constant, density-independent (Sb and 6. 
As an rllustrat~on of the dependence of T on v f o ~  canstanheb and G ,  the 
results of a calculation of E for the rase of a 88 kHz narrowband signal and 
cyliridricalvoluxne with zl = 7.7 m arldz2 = 9.5 are presented in Fig. 3 These 
results are shown for a ~ a n g e  of values of the constant extinction cross section 
Ti, and are norrnali~ed to their respective high density asympotlc values. 
Comparable results for the case of a 120 kHz narrowband stgrlal are neally 
indistinguishable from these and are, therefore, omit-ted 
111. AppE ?cation o j  theory to RGttzngen's e x p e n m ~ n t  uvth sazthe. 
The particular geometry that was chosen for the approximation of the 
general expression foi the ensemble-averaged time- intega ated echo inten- 
sity in the preceding ~ectiolr is similar to that used by R~ttingen in his 
experiments. For the measurements on saithe, the fish were contained in an 
approximately cylindrical netcage of height 180 cm and radius which varied 
s~noothly between 70 cm and 72.5 cm. The cage was oriented vertically with 
its longitudinal axis nearly coincident with the common transmittinglre- 
ceiving axes of acoustic transducers at 38 and 120 kHz, each of which was 
used in its dual transmittinglreceiving capacity. The transducers were 
placed below the cage, which was located near the surface to facilitate the 
transfer of fish, so that the saithe were ensonified ventrally, instead of 
dorsally as is customany in such work. The distances froin the transducers to 
the nearer and further bounding planes of the cylindriform net cage were 
7.7 m and 9.5 m, respectively. The conf ip~at ion of transducers and cage 
were such that the maximum degradation in sound source level over the 
cage, because of transducer directivity, in the worst case was less than 1.5 dB. 
All photographic observations of the Faithe showed that they were distribu- 
ted more or less uniformily thro~lghout the volume and adopted no particu- 
lar orientation or attitilde as they ~llight be expected to do when schooling, 
for exaxrtple. 
The circumstances of R~ttingen's experiment evidently fulfill the condi- 
tions under which the general expression for F was reduced to tne simple 
one-dimensional integral approximation earlier, if the slight variation in 
sound level due to transducer directivity over the net cage is ignored, with a 
single difference: that the scattering properties of the saithe must be evalu- 
ated for the ventral aspect rather than the dorsal aspect. The applicability of 
the approximation to F for R~ttingen's experiment is thus established; 
evaluation of it, if satisfactory. should disclose the mechanisms underlying 
the observations shown in Fig. 1 and, presumably, by analogy, those for the 
sprat which are shown in Fig. 2. 
That R~ttingen's observations cannot be explained by a model in which 
the ~cattering parameters c?fb and are both independent of the fish num- 
ber density v is clear. Such a mudel can explain cbrnly a rncinotorric increase in 
E with v which becorrres asyrnptotic to a coilstant a[ very high densities, as is 
illustrated in Fig. 3. The scattering pdrameters 6 and must, therefore, 
depend on v .  
It is not surprising that and de shor*Id depend on v when ii. is consid- 
ered that as the number, thence density, of fish in the net cage increases, an 
individual specimen has less space in which to move and, consequently, must 
curtail its orientation range to avoid interfering with its neighbours, which 
would be individually and socially harmful, thence prohibited. Thus, the 
ensemble-averages of ab and a,, which generally vary with the orientation of 
the scatterer, or fish, relative to the direction of ensonification, will depend 
on ,v. In the absence of any cluai-ititative information about the aggregating 
properties of the encaged saithe of K@ttingeni's experiment, or, in fact, of 
the encaged fish of any other study, a rather simple, but plausible rnodel for 
the orientatiorl distribution of the encaged saithe is proposed. A model 
which connects the spread of this distribrltion with the fish number density v 
is also proposed so that 6 and &, which are expressed in ternis of the 
characteristic measures of the orientation dist~,ibution, can be connputed 
directly in terms of ,v. 
In the course of determining the density-dependence of E for the parti- 
cular conditions that obtained during R~ttingen's experiments with saithe, 
which is contained in the factor 
where zl - 7.7 rn, z2 = 9.5 rn and u is the medium attenuation rate at either 
38 kHz or 120 kHz; an orientation distribution for the saithe is proposed; 3b  
and are eval~rated in terrns of the variance and mean of this distribution; 
and the variance of this distribution is expressed as a function of the fish 
number density v ,  so that the expressions for C&, and @ can be evaluated 
directly in terms of v. 
IIIa. Onentatzon dut~zbutzon 
The form of the orientation distributio~~ that obtained during R~t t in -  
gen's experiment with the saithe is unknown; it was not measured, and there 
is no formal theory which specifies the orien~ation distribution of encaged 
aggregations of saithe or of any other kind of fish. But insofar as the fish 
were observed to adopt a more or less random distribution in inclination 
abol~t a horizontal or near-horizontal inclination, and insofar as saithe has a 
dorsal aspect target strength which is rater insensitive to roll over a 60 
degree range (NAKKEN and OLSEN 1993), there appears to be plausibility to 
the selection of a very simple form for this distribution, as is e:cplained 
below. 
The swimbladder, when present in fish as it is in a well-developeld state in 
saithe, is recognized - see, for example, SHIBATA (1970), HARDENJONES and 
PEARCE (1958) and GUSHING and RICHARDSON (1955) - to contribute: signifi- 
cantly to the echo, even at ultrasonic frequencies. The fact that this organ is 
approximately cylindriform and generally is more or less aligned with the 
fish center line, which is defined here as the line running from the iront of 
the upperjaw to the root of the tail, suggests that the principal scattering 
properties of the fish, and not merely its echo, are rather insentitive ,to roll, 
at least over that angular range where the swimbladder presents a similar 
surface. This has been confirmed by measurements of the dorsal Eilspect 
target strength of saithe, cod and herring ( N A K K E N ~ ~ ~  OLSEN 1973). Inspec- 
tion of the morphology of saithe (ROLLEFSEN 1960-62 and MIDTTu~. and 
KOFF 1962) suggests that the ventral aspect target strength and, presum- 
ably, other similar primary scattering characteristics are insensitive co roll. It 
may be inferred, therefore, that the dependence of the orientation distr ibu- 
tion of saithe on roll may be ignored since the scattering properties of 
interest, ub and a,, and their ensemble averages will be similarly insensitive 
with respect to roll. 
Since the saithe of Rgttingen's experiment were observed to adopt a 
more or less random distribution in inclination about some approximattely 
horizontal mean inclination, the orientation distribution may plausibly be 
described by a truncated Gaussian distribution in inclination or tilt angle 0 ,  
which is defined as the angle that the center line of the fish makes with the 
horizontal plane. This distribution is described by the probability density 
function 
were A'  is a factor of the order of three if the results of OISEN (197 1) for 
cod in the open sea are applicable. The normalizing factor l/*oe is 
rigorously true only for infinite A', but is underestimated by .3% for A1=3, 
1.3% for A'= 2.5 and 4.6% for L1=2. The mean angle of inclination 8 may 
be assumed to be small and constant with respect to the density v of fish, and 
the standard deviation a. of the distribution is presumed to be a rnonotoni- 
cally decreasing function of v. The precise dependence of a. on v is discus- 
sed below, after the ensemble averages of ob and a, have been expressed as 
functions of o, and 6,  the characterizing parameters of the orientation distribu- 
tion. 
IIIb Ensemble-averaged buchcattering cross sectio~z 
As the spatial distribution of the saithe in R~ttingen's experiment was 
observed to be approximately randomly homogeneous throughout the net 
cage, the ensemble average of a scattering parameter such as ab or a, is just 
the average of the same quantity with respect to the orientation distribution, 
which, by the discussion of the previous section, is assumed to be described 
adequately by the probability density function f(0). Thus, the average of the 
backscattering cross section ab with respect to the ensemble of naturally 
occuring configurations at a given fish number density v, and thence at a 
fixed distribution spread oB, is 
where the range of integration is [&-A'%, 8+ A1o0]. 
The backscattering cross section is known through the more commonly 
measured target strength function TS(8), which is related to ~ ~ ( 8 )  by the 
usual definition (URICK 1975): 
so that (fb may be co~nputed directly in terms of TS(0) by the formula 
It was this expression of 6 that was evaluated for the particular condi- 
tions of R~ttingen's experiment with saithe, which are expressed here 
through the two target strength functions shown in Fig. 4. These functions 
are distinguished by the center frequency of the ensonifying pulse, which 
was 38 kHz in one instance and 120 k H z  in the other. Both curves represent 
averages of measurements of the ventral aspect target strength function 
with respect to a number of specimens of saithe actually used in the experi- 
ment. In particular, the target strength function at 38 k H z  is the result of 
averaging the target strength functions of 16 specimens, while that at 120 
kHz is the result of averaging the target strength functions of 17 specimens. 
The result of evaluatingab numberically for the case that A'= 3 is shown 
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Fig. 4. Ventral aspect target strength of saithe of mean length 35.1 -t 0.6 cm at 38 kHz when 
averaged with respect to 16 specimens, and at 120 kHz when averaged with respect to 
17 specimens. 
in Fig. 5 and 6, which apply to the respective narrowband ensonifying 
signals with center frequencies of 38 kHz and 120 kHz. Because the mean 
and unknown tilt angle 8 is presumed constant with respect to the fish 
number density v, while ue is presumed to vary systematically with v, i!& is 
shown as a function of u ~ ,  with 8 as a parameter which is varied over the 
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Fig. 5. Mean backscattering cross section of saithe in ventral aspect at 38 kHz as a function 
of the spread ae in tilt angle distribution with mean tilt angle 6 as a parameter. 
range [-4.5,4] degrees. The sign convention used consistently throughout 
this paper is that negative tilt angles denote the head-down position with 
respect to the true horizontal, while head-up positions are denoted by 
positive tilt angles. 
Fig. 6 .  Mean backscattering cross sectionG of saithe in ventral aspectat 120 kHz as a tunctlon 
of the spread us in tilt angle distribution with mean tilt angle as a parameter. 
I I Ic Ensemble-averaged extinction cross section 
There is some mention of an extinction cross section for fish in the 
literature, but mainly in connection with the transmission of sound through 
fish at or near the frequency of swimbladder resonance (DAVIES 1973, CHING 
and WESTON 197 1, WESTON et al. 1969). The concept of the extinction cross 
section is well known in other applications, as in the scattering of light by 
metallic spheres (BORN and WOLF 1970), acoustic scattering by spherical 
bubbles in water (WILDT 1947), and the scattering of plane scalar fields by 
spheres ( M o ~ s ~ a n d  FESHBACH 1953). According to the common definition of 
these references, the extinction cross section a, is the equivalent area normal 
to the direction of the incident ensonifying signal out of which energy is 
scattered and absorbed. 
For the rather high frequencies used in Rottingen's experiment and for 
which the two-parameter description of fish scattering behaviour intro- 
duced in this study is probably most useful, a, may be assumed to be propor- 
tional to the surface area of the fish, or of its swimbladder, when projected 
onto the horizontal plane. If the principal scattering body is represented by 
an ellipsoid whose length to height to width ratio is designated by the 
respective dimensions a:b:c, then a, as a function of the inclination or tilt 
angle 8 of the body with respect to the horizontal plane is 
where a,,, is the value of cr, at 0 = Oand Q = bla is the ratio of height to length 
of the scatterer. The effect of roll on a, is ignored, which incurs no signifi- 
cant error for cylindriform bodies or quasi-cylindriform bodies which have 
no extreme roll, which is the plausible assumption for the saithe of Rottin- 
gen's experiment. 
Given this model for a,(@), the ensemble average Tt, may now be compu- 
ted; it is simply the average ofoe(8) with respect to the orientation distributi- 
on f(0), that is, 
where the range of integration is [6-A'&, B + ~ ' a ~ l .  
This expression was evaluated numerically for the casel' = 3 for saithe 
having the relative dimensions 17.3:3.2:2.1, which were obtained f-rom 
RASMUSSEN (1960) and by assuming that the width is two-thirds of the height 
(NAKKEN pers. corn.). It was found that if, could be represented with an 
accuracy better than 0.1 percent for all a, S 16.5 degrees and for all in 
[-5, +5] degrees by the simple quadratic expression 
In the actual evaluation of? this expression was used, but the variation of 
ae with a, was found to be entirely negligible, so that could have been 
reduced to the constant a,,, , which, however, except in the true ray theory 
limit, does depend on the center frequency of the ensonifying signal. 
IIId. Connection of spread in o~ientntion distribution and density offish aggregcjtion 
It is reasonable to expect a@, or the characteristic measure of spread in 
the tilt angle distribution of the encaged saithe, to be a monotonically 
decreasing function of the fish number density v,  for individual fish have 
less room in which to move, in the mean, as v increases. It is also reasonable 
to assume that whatever preference there is for a mean inclination0 should 
not be affected by the conditions of density, although this is purely specula- 
tive. Because of the extreme artificiality of the net cage environment and 
lack of any preferred direction, as might be established naturally by the fish 
when schooling (BREDER 1959), it is expected that 8 would be the neutral 
inclination, which would be horizontal or nearly horizontal. The entire 
dependence of the orientation distribution on v is thus contained in the 
dependence of a@ on v, which is described below. 
Physically 00 may be separated into two independent components: that 
which expresses the biological expectation that u0 is a monotonically decreas- 
ing function of v, i.e., that the intrinsic spread in tilt angle decreases with 
- 
increasing v, and that which expresses the perspectival effect that the 
intrinsic, or true, tilt angle generally appears different when viewed from 
the acoustic source/receiver, which generally is located obliquely, or trans- 
versely, with respect to the fish. These two components of a,, which are 
denoted u ~ , ~  and respectively, are independent random variables and, 
as such, are summed in this manner: 
As the intrinsic tilt angle distribution of the encaged saithe is unknown, 
but is expected to be a monotonically decreasing function of v, the connecti- 
on between ue,l and v is specified very simply by the mode1 
where as,l,o denotes the low density limit of the intrinsic spread in tilt angle 
and v,,, which is termed the critical density, is the density characteristic of 
the change in oO,l,o. Both ue,r,a and v,, are regarded as parameters to be 
determined or learned by comparison of the results of evaluation of the 
theoretical F with R~ttingen's observations. 
I t  is expected, however, that ae,l,o will be of the order of 16 degrees, 
which is the figure determined by photographic measurements of cod in the 
open sea (OLSEN 1971), and which could be be thought of as a natural 
characteristic of cod, and thence of related fish such as saithe. The fact that 
the saithe are encaged should not lessen confidence in this rough estimate of 
as it applies only in the low density limit where the net cage appears 
large. 
The effect of perspective on altering the intrinsic spread when observed 
obliquely may be defined through the perspectival spread 0 , ~ .  This is 
approximately equal to the square root of the average of the mean square 
tilt angle due to the azimuthal variation in apparent tilt angle relative to an 
obliquely situated reference point, both with respect to the volume of the net 
cage, in which the fish are assumed to be randomly homogeneously distribu- 
ted, and with respect to the transmit and receive beam patterns. In units of 
degrees 
where DR = DR (Y) and Ds = Ds(Y) are the respective receive and transmit 
beam patterns in relative units of pressure ratios, which are assumed to be 
functions only of the polar angle Y ,  and A$ is the variance in apparent tilt 
angle distribution due to azimuthal variations in orientation. This latter 
quantity, expressed in units of square radians, is approximated for small 
mean inclination 8 by the expression 
where 8 is expressed in degrees. This expression applies properly only in 
the limit of the highest density, where cr,,, vanishes, but is adopted here for 
convenience.& and Ds are not equated to unity here as they were earlier in 
justifiable approximations. They are equated to that beam pattern, expres- 
sed in units of relative pressure, which was observed by Rottingen for the 
transmitter at both 38 kHz and 120 kHz; namely, one which suffers an 
approxinlately uniform off-axis degradation which is -1 dB at the outer 
walls of the net cage. To the first and dominant term, then 
whereR is the radius of the cage and zl and z2, the respective distances from 
acoustic source to nearer and further surfaces of the cage. If the precise 
values of these parameters that applied during Rottingen's experiment with 
saithe are substituted, 
where both 8 and aej2 are expressed in units of degrees. 
IIIe. Evaluation of i- 
The ensemble-averaged scattering cross sections, 6 and 5e, can now be 
written, with respect to specific models which connect the parameters of the 
orientation distribution with v, the fish number density, as explicit functions 
of v. With respect to these same models the v-dependence of the ensemble- 
averaged time-integrated echo intensity E can be determined directly. This 
was done numerically by means of a digital computer. Some characteristic 
results of this evaluation, in addition to the principal ones which constitute a 
quantitative explanation of R~ttingen's observations for saithe, are presen- 
ted in the next section. 
RESULTS 
The principal results of the quantitative analysis of R~ttingen's experi- 
ments with saithe are shown in Fig. 7 and 8. In  Fig. 7 the result of the 
evaluation of the theoretical mean or ensemble-averaged time-integrated 
echo intensity E for saithe at 38 kHz, according to the approximations 
described above, and after normalization by the peak value, is presented for 
the following model parameters: a mean inclination or tilt angle 8 = 0 
I00 200 
DENSITY ( ~ i s h l r n ~ )  
Fig. 7. Comparison of the computed normalized, mean time-integrated echo intensity d with 
the mean of Rcittingen's observations for saithe at 38 kHz for the following model 
parameters: = 0 degrees; cr,, = 60 cm2; oe,,,, = 18 degrees; v,, = 100 fish/m3. 
DENSITY (Fish /rn3) 
Fig. 8.  Comparison of Ewith the mean of R@ttingen's observations for saithe a t  120 kHz for 
the following model 8 = 0 degrees; a,,, = 100 cm2; a e , ~ , ~  = 18degrees; v,, 
= 100 and 125 fish/m3. 
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Fig. 9. Dependence of F o n e  for 3 values o f 8  for saithe at 38 kHz for the following model 
parameters: a,,, = 60 cm2; a8,,,, = 18 degrees; v,, = 100 fish/m3. 
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Fig. 10. Dependence of F on%, for 3 values of o,, for saithe at 38 kHz for the following model 
- 
parameters: 0 = 0 degrees; o,,,,, = 18 degrees; v, = 100 fish/m3. 
degrees, which describes the horizontal plane; a mean extinction cross 
section = 60 cm2, which is presumed applicable in the limit of high fish 
number densities; an intrinsic spread in tilt angle distribution at low densiti- 
es, a,,,,, = 18 degrees; and a decreasing exponential v-dependence of the 
intrinsic spread in tilt angle distribution which is characterized by the critical 
density vcr = 100 fish/m3. The normalized theoretical .F is computed with 
respect to these several parameters at a density increment of 10 fish/m3 over 
the density range [0,350] fish/m3, as has been done consistently in Fig. 7 and 
12 inclusive, although for different model parameters and thence different 
peak values and normalizing factors. For purposes of comparison R~t t in -  
gen's averaged results at 38 kHz, i.e., the average of corresponding values of 
.F for the two conditions of ensonification at 38 kHz; namely, for pulse 
durations of 0.3 msec and 0.6 msec; are also presented in Fig. 7, as they are 
in Fig. 9 to 12 which likewise pertain to computations at 38 kHz. 
In Fig. 8 the normalized theoretical estimate of E at 120 kHz is computed 
for the same purely geometric model parameters described above for Fig. 7 ,  
but for a mean high density extinction cross section a,., = 100 cm2. In 
addition to the computation at vcr = 100 fish/m3, a computation at vCr = 125 
fish/m3 is presented here. The average of Rottingen's observations of E at 
120 kHz, for pulse durations of 0.1 msec and 0.6 msec, are shown at all 
observed densities except at the highest density. At this density, which is 343 
fish/n?, the respective normalized observations of Z were widely different - 
DENSITY ( ~ i s h / r n ~ )  
Fig. 11. Deperrdellce of T on a(~,l,o for 3 values of ae,l,o for saithe at  38 kHz for the following 
- 
model parameters: @ = 0 degrees; a,,, = 60 cm2; v,, = 100 fish/rn3. 
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Fig. 12. Dependence of Eon v,, for 3 values of I / , ,  for saithe at 38 kHz for the follow~ng model 
- 
parameters: N = 0 degrees; cr,,, = 60 cm2; ae,r,o = 18 degrees. 
the only case of its kind as revealed by inspection of Fig. 1 - and are both 
shown in the figure. 
Table 1. Values of parameters of Figures 7 to 12 
The dependence of the normalized theoretical estimate of2 for saithe at 
38 kHz on the several important model parameters; namely, 8', a,., , a ~ , ~ , ~  
and v,,, are shown in Fig. 9 to 12, respectively. The respective values of each 
of these parameters in the colnputation of E for these figures are presented 
systematically above in Table 1. Thus in Fig. 9, for example, the dependence 
of F on 8 is shown for three values of 8; namely, -2, +2  and +4 degrees; 
while the other model parameters adopt the following values: (T,,, = 60 cm2, 
oe,l,o = 18 degrees and v,, = 100 fish/rn? Descriptions of Fig. 7 and 8 are 
included in the table for ease of reference. 
Figure 
number 
DISCUSSION 
The agreement of the theoretical prediction of the normalized mean or 
ensemble-averaged time-integrated echo intensity F with R~ttingen's avera- 
ged observations of Efor saithe at 38 kHz, as shown in Fig. 7, is better than 
can be expected, or can be justifiably stated without qualification, consid- 
Center 
Frequency 
(kHz) 
ering the inherent uncertainty in observations of F and the uncertainty in 
representation of the data in a normalized format for such a sparsely 
sampled density range. Some estimates of F were stated with confidence 
intervals in R Q L T ? ' I N G E N ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ,  but these were not so significant as to alter the 
general finding of Reittinge11 as summarized in Fig. 1 and 2, for saithe and 
sprat, respectively. That only the averages of the respective observations at 
38 kHz for the signals of pulse duration 0.3 msec and 0.6 msec are presented 
in Fig. 7, and in Fig. 9 to 12, is similarly insignificant, for examination of Fig. 
1 shows the separate estimates of K to correspond very closely. The fact that F 
was observed only sparsely for fish number densities in excess of 90 fish/m3 ; 
specifically, only at 179 fish/m3 and 343 fish/m3; could be a more serious 
source of error, but it was a fairly consistent finding of the theoretical work 
that the F-v relationship is rather flat over the region of the peak, so the fact 
that F was established at only a single density in this region is probably 
8 
(degrees) 
~ O , I , O  
( d e ~ e e s )  
oe,o 
(crn2) 
VCF 
(fish /in3) 
unimportant. It was also found that the relationship is entirely smooth and 
often is purely monotonic both above and below the peak, if present, so that 
a single estimate in the high density region, say about 350 fish/m3, could be 
sufficient for determining the gross form of the E-v relationship. It is 
assumed, therefore, that despite apparent shortcomings in R~ttingen's ob- 
servations and presentation ofE as a function ofv for saithe, it is a reasonably 
accurate statement for the true relationship. 
If the agreement of theory with experiment at 38 kHz, cf. Fig. 7,  is 
genuine, then evaluation of the postulated model for the same purely 
geometric, i.e., frequency-independent quantities at 120 kHz, should also 
produce good agreement with experiment. Observation of the curve with 
parameterv,, = 100 fishlmqn Fig. 8, for which all geometric quantities have 
the identical values as in Fig. 7, indicates approximate agreement. Evalua- 
tion of the model for the same conditions, but with v,,= 125 fish/m3, 
improves this agreement. As a comparable estimate of Tat 38 kHz for this 
value of v,, also yields a fair agreement with experiment, cf. Fig. 12, al- 
though not so fine as the estimate obtained with v,, = 100 fish/m< cf. Fig. 7,  
it may be concluded that the true value ofv,, lines in or near the range 100 to 
125 fish/m3. It is admitted that the single datum at 343 fish/mVor a 
narrowband signal of center frequency 120 kHz and pulse duration 0.6 
msec is completely anomalous to a wide range of evaluations of the model, 
which is why the empirical estimates of F for saithe at 120 kHz are not 
averaged for the presentation of Fig. 8 at this particular density, the only 
density at which such a discrepancy exists throughout the data for saithe, at 
either frequency. If the two data at 120 kHz at a density of 343 fish/& are 
both correct, then there is, evidently, a discrimination by pulse duration. 
This lies beyond the scope of the model, whose development at the outset 
assumed a certain insentitivity to the pulse duration of the ensonifying 
signal. That the E--v relationship may be significantly characterized by the 
pulse duration of the signal, at least for some center frequencies, is a possibil- 
ity, and one that might profitably be studied with respect to the larger 
purposes of the use of acoustic techniques in fisheries research; the present 
theory simply cannot explain this supposed dependence, which, it is noted, 
is absent for the sprat of R~ttingen's experiment. 
The consequence of the consistency in predictions of theory at both 38 kHz 
and 120 kHz with the corresponding averaged sets of empirical observa- 
tions, as shown in Fig. 7 and 8, is that the general theory for the process of 
echo formation by an encaged aggregation of fish, with its two-parameter 
representation of individual scattering behaviour, is correct. In particular, it 
may be concluded that the purely geometric models for the orientation 
distribution of the encaged saithe and for the density dependences of the 
characterizing parameters of this distribution, on which the E-v relationship 
depends crucially, are correct. Thus, the orientation distribution of the 
saithe is described satisfaciorily by an Oisen-type distrihttriac ( C P ~ S E . ~  1 9 7 7  jj, 
i.e., a trucated Gaussian distrihtltio~l in inclination or  tilt angle 8 which 
extends over the range [6--3L'~6) d-jltaB], whereIL1 is a ctinsi-arlt factor of the 
order of three 2nd 6 and q are, respectlvely, the mean ;tnci spread of the 
distribution. For tlie pal-titular c~)~lditions of R@tringen9s experirrteilt with 
saithe, 8 is approxirnnl.ely 0 ilegrees, a constant inclependent of the fish 
n~arnber density v ,  arid 
 here^,^,^ is approximately 18 rlegl-ees anti v,, is ;ipproximately 100 to Z 25 
fish1r11.~. The  origin of the two factors in this expression has been tlescriheci 
fully ahove. 
i t  was also determined that the maximrrm ensemble-averagecj extirrction 
cross section u;,, for saitile in the ventral aspect is of the orcter of 60 crnZ at 38 
kHz and 100 crn2 at 120 kHz. Evicterltly the pure ray theory lii~iit of acoristics 
is nor entirely applicable to t.he present problem, so that freqtaency- 
deper~cient variar.ions in the sc>itrering properties of individual fish are to he 
expected. This is corroborated by comp;rristrn of co~,responcli~~g rnagnittl- 
des of the e~~semble-averageci bacI<scatterir-tgg cross section at the t w o  fr-e- 
quencies, cf. Fig. 5 and 6. 
T h e  v-dependence of the enseinb!e-averageti extinction cross section G-, , 
through its conjectured dependence on the spread in irlciination distrib~i- 
tion, is very slight, with only a 3.8 per cent increase in nragnitlrde as ne 
changes From 16.5 degrees to O degrees; that is, presumably, as $.he density 
of encaged saithe increases from the approximately free-space value to the 
highest value. If the cornptltations of F presented in Fig. "io 12 were repeated 
for density-independent 6; specificaily forge = ne,,, tile11 the rest.~lts wortid 
he indistinguishable fro111 clle corresponding coinprttations with density- 
dependent &.. In view of the influence of the magnittide of t7? in determi- 
ning the form of the F-v relatioilship - it predicts ~nerety a ~nonoronic anct 
asymptotic increase to  a constant for cons t a~~ i  nl,,cf. Fig. 3, anti cieterrnines 
the rate of increase of norrnalizeci E with v for- v less ellan a b u t  100 fishitn3 a?.i:
cf. Fig. I 0  - i t  may be concfridecl that the v-dependence of i?, is insigrlificant 
in determini~lg the general form of the 2-v relationship. 
Thus, because the v-dependence of F is compietely contained in the 
expressioi~ shown above, in section 111, which predicts only a monotonic, even- 
tually asynlptoeic increase in P with v for constant rJ& anci &, cf. Fig. 3, ancl 
because the v-dependence of 7?, is insigniftcaa~t, tine v -dependence of Gb 
must be of crrrcial itllportarlce in determining the form of the 2--v relation- 
ship. This is confirmed by exarni~~ation of Fig. 9, 1 i and 12, which show, 
respectively, the sensitivities of d to 8, ae,,,, anti v,,; that i s ,  to the several 
purely geolneti-ic parar~eter-s of the v -rlepencient orientation c?istribi~tion. 
Variations in any one of these parameters can have a sigriificalit effect on the 
form oft- tilrciugh G!, ,, whose dependence on O ancl ce, thence D ~ , , , ~  arid v,,, is 
sho1v11 i r i  Fig. 5 for the case of a 38 kHz signal anti in Fig. 6 for the case o f a  
I20  k H z  signal. 
I t  is noted that F, for- const;trrt qJ and a,, as in Fig. 3, increases linearly 
with v for very small v arlct begins its asyrrtptotic approach to a coiisuirt at  
cornyai,ably Iotv values of V ,  whicli are  o f the  order o S ~ 0  Cisir/m" for realistic 
values o f &  = a,,,. These latter values a re  of tile orcler of 60 to 120 cnP, 
which a re  corlslsce~rt with estimates o f %  (6) ohtaiirecl from einpirical target 
strength tiata ancI wit11 knowledge of dre physical size of the scatterer. 'The 
fact thatf:  incr,eases linearly to a ratirer high value of v ,  of the  orcler of 100 
fishim3, is rlrerefore signif'ic:tilt. It apparently ciescl-ibes aab which is, at least 
over this range of v a11 illc~.e;ising frinictiori of'v. This cieperrclerlce ofGb o n v  is 
precisely that iciuncl at both 38 kHz acttl 120 kHz by computation fro111 the 
nreasured target srreirgth curves of sail-he according to the genera! rnodei in 
which the orientation distribr~tiozl is approxil-nateiy Gaussian in tilt angle 
arid whose variailce is a ~nonotnically decreasing fuirctio~l o fv .  The  similari- 
ty in target strei-igth curves at tlic t\vo irecjuencies is thus seen to be respoil- 
sible Lol- the silnilarity i i ~  cor,t.espor-rdi~rg (51, tilnctioils, which is also why the 
gross forrt1s of tire F-7) reintioilships are similar. If the target streirgtlr 
f~ ln~ t io i r s  \$,ere very dissimilar, then the 2-11 reiatiorrships also cvouicl be 
expected to be sigrtific;i~~tly different. 
From inere illspection of the data in Fig. 1 and 2 it is clifficicnlt to assert 
that there are frec1ueiicy-ciepencle1zt clifkrences in the E-1) refationships. In  
tile neglect of a single c h u r n  in R~tt ingen 's  observations for saithe at 520 
kHz, which was not reproduced in the observations on sprat and which 
remains unexplainecl I-lere, what Kreciuency-ctiscri~iiii~ation there is in the 
i-v reiaiiollships is attributecl to frecluency-deperrcfe~~t differences in& a13d 
in the corrditio~rs of errsouificatioi; of the net cage. For saithe these were 
foltncl to be slight, hut the tincertainty in estimates of Gb at 120 kHz was 
- 
consider.ahle, so the precise f'orin of Gb is sornewilat uncertain at this fre- 
cluency. In the computatioir oi'the perspectival cor~tributiorl to the spread in 
tilt angle distribution it was assumeci that there ulas a slight, idelltical degra- 
dation il; both transinit and receive beain patterns at the two fn.ecjuencies, 
althougil this agreement was coi~firlned experinlerrtafly only for tlte two 
transrlrit bealns. Admittedly tire application of theory to the circrrmstances 
of Rrattingen's experin~ene was not entirely consistetlt, particularly in the 
treatnletli oi'enser-ni-ile averages, in which the bean1 patterns are  generally 
corttributirmg factors. However, it ~iasj~rdgeci  that the several ad hoc approx- 
imatio~rs used here were reasonable; at ieast they facilitated the computa- 
tions of i7 w i t h o ~ l t  inc~~rr i i lg  arge errors and,  in the case of the inferred 
v-dependence of &,, cfemos~stratecl the illsignificant role of tlre beam par- 
terns in determining the v-dependence o f % ,  and thence the v-dependence 
of El. 
In summary it is observed that the precise form of the Z-v relationship 
for the scattering of sound by encaged aggregations of fish, and, presurn- 
ably, for the scattering of sound by schools of fish, depends on many quanti- 
ties, which include the backscattering and extinction cross sections as func- 
tions of fish orientation, the spatial and orientation distributions as functions 
of the number density v, the geometry of ensonification and echo reception, 
and the signal waveform. While little is presently known about several of 
these quantities, particularly the extinction cross section and the orientation 
distribution, much insight into their influence can be gained by the exercise 
of theory, by calculation of theoretical for different postulated models. 
Comparison of these predictions with observation, as in the present case 
with respect to R~ttingen's measurements of E for saithe at two different 
frequencies, can then permit selection of likely models. In particular, com- 
parison of predicted and measured E-v relationships for fish in a 
R~ttingen-type experiment can permit determination of the mean extinc- 
tion cross section, a quantity whose measurement is generally complicated, 
but whose knowledge is essential to determining the precise effect of sha- 
dowing in schools of fish. 
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A P P E N D I X  
THEORY OF ACOUSTIC SCATTERING BY A COLLECTiON OF' IDE!\rriCAL SCArrrERERS 
OF KANDOjM ORIENTATI(IIV A I W  DISTRIBUTIOhl 
Consider a collection of randomly oriented, but otherwise identical 
scattering bodies which are randomly homogeneously distributed 
througout a definite regionV of a fluid medium of homogeneous density Q,, 
constant sound speed c, and negligible background noise. V is ensoilified by 
a narrowband signal s(t), which is emitted by a generally clirectional source, 
o r  transmitting element. The  correspo~lciing echo from V is received by a 
generally directional receiving element, which is esseniially coiiocatecl with 
the transmitting element with which it shares a common principal response 
axis is in the fjrfield of the source/receiver. 'The signal waveform s(i) is 
sufficiently narrowband so that the pressure field moclulated by it cari be 
assumed to he attenuated by the free inediurrl at the constant ratea,  which is 
the attenuation constant of the medium at the center frequency ofs(t) . The  
pressure clue to the source, which is characterized by i t3  value p, at unit 
distance from the source, is sufficiently weak so that nonlinear effects can be 
strictly ignored. 
Let the generally complicated scattering behavior of a single scattering 
body of V be represented by just two parameters: its backscattering cross 
section q, and its extinction cross section a,, which are defined with respect 
to the precise form of s(t) and which generally are conlplicated functions of 
scatterer orientation ?'relative to scatterer position _r. The  vector _r = 5, 
denoting the position of an arbitrary, or the n"', scatterer, and the unit vector 
?' =?A denoting the orientation of the same body, are defined with respect to a 
rectangular coordinate system whose origin is situated at the collocated 
source and receiver and whose z-axis is coincident with the cornmon princi- 
pal axis of source and receiver. The  dependence of the two scattering cross 
sections on the position_r,, and orientation ?,* are abbreviated thus: 
ab (rn, ?;,I = ab,il  and PA:,) = Q,,,,. 
T h e  echo from V,  in the forin of the mean or ensemble-averaged 
time-integrated echo intensity E ,  can now be developed directly and expres- 
sed as a function of the scatterer iiurnber density v.  
I n  the neglect of other scatterers the pressure field incident on the nt" 
scatterer is that of the free medium, time-retarded wzve, viz. 
where r, = 1% I is the distance from source to  position:^,^ of the nt" scatterer, 
and Ds,,, = Ds(fn)  is a factor expressing file effect: of source directivity on 
diminishing the transmitted pressure field in the generally oblique or non- 
axial direction Fn or the nth scatterer. The effect of the presence of other 
scatterers on this field is its modification by multiple scattering, which might 
be treated deterministically by the inclusion of the sundry, calculable effects 
of absorption and refraction internal to the scatterers and reflection and 
diffraction external to the scatterers, inter alia, but which is treated here 
simply by the statistical concept of extinction. According to this mode of 
description, the composite or mutual influence of the scattering bodies in V 
on the pressure field within V is allowed to be precisely that of a further 
attenuation of the incident pressure field by scattering and absorption. 
Since the spatial distribution of the scatterers inV is randomly homogenous, 
the rate of this attenuation is the net oblique scattering area per unit area of 
beam. For the nth scatterer this is the quantity ~&lr , -~ , , (  where Ze is the 
mean equivalent scattering area, or extinction cross section, which generally 
is a function of the  location^, of thenth scatterer, andr,,, is the distance from 
source to nearest surface of V in the direction Pn of the nth scatterer. Thus 
Irn-rn,, 1 is the depth of penetration intoV of the incident pressure field at the 
nth scatterer, and the effect of multiple scattering or extinction is diminution 
of the incident energy field by the factor 
The pressure field incident on the nth scatterer, in the mean, is 
which is just the free-medium, time-retarded wave as modified by multiple 
scattering within V. 
This expression forpin,, has a precise meaning only in a statistical sense: 
as the pressure field to be expected at the nth scatterer, at fixed depth of 
penetration (r, - r,,,), in the mean with respect to the ensemble of all 
possible, allowed configurations of scatterers in V .  It is now temporarily 
adopted as the description of the actual field at the nth scatterer for an 
arbitrary particular configuration of scatterers. Later, this ad hoc use will be 
seen to be justified when the principal quantity of interest, the mean of the 
integrated echo intensity with respect to the same ensemble of configura- 
tions, is computed. 
In the formation of the echo from then& scatterer the incident pressure 
field is generally distorted. Because this distortion depends on the precise 
nature of the scatterer and on the conditions of its ensonification, the wave 
form of the backscattered pressure field is represented by s,(t). Its strength 
relative to the incident field is ob,,/4n in the energy domain. When the 
additional effects of further time retardation, medium absorption and 
reception by a directional element at the generally non-axial direction ?, are 
included, the contribution to the echo from the nth scatterer may be expres- 
sed by 
HereD,,, = DR (Pn) is the factor describing the effect of the directionality 
of the receiver on diminishing the received pressure field from the general- 
ly non-axial direction Pn, and ab,, = ob (Pn) is the equivalent backscattering 
area of the nth scatterer, which is a function of its orientation PA:,. 
The total backscattered field or echo from V after reception, in the 
proper weak field limit of linear acoustics, is the linear superposition of the 
several backscattered fields: 
where the summation extends over all VV scatterers in V .  The instantaneous 
intensity1 = I(t) corresponding top,, is the product of in-phase pressure and 
velocity; thence, by the assumption that s(t) is relatively narrowband, 
If the signal is of sufficiently short duration T so that the echo from V is 
completely isolated in time from those echoes produced by extraneous 
scatterers in the larger medium, such as boundary surfaces, then the time- 
integrated echo intensity E ;  namely, 
is precisely the energy contained in the echo field of V at the receiving 
element after effective ((shaping. of the echo field by the generally direc- 
tional receiving element. After appropriate substitution and integration, 
where I,= p$l~,c,is a measure of sot*rce intensity, and en, is the cross 
correlation function 
when evaluated at z =2(rn-r,)lco, which is the difference in arrival 
times of the echoes from the nth and mth scatterers. Inasmuch as en, expres- 
ses the degree of coherence in the echoes of the (n.m) pair of scatterers, 
which always irreducibly yields the positive contributione(0) whenn = m, E 
may be decomposed into two terms, viz. 
which are, respectively, the incoherent and coherent parts of E ,  or those 
terms which are independent of and dependent on the coherence of the 
constituent fields of p,, . 
Evidently, the value of the time-integrated echo intensity E ,  through its 
origin inp,, , is strongly dependent on the precise configuration of scattering 
bodies in V . Only for those configurations for which Ir, -rm 1 > cT/2 for all n 
# m will particular E be independent of coherent contributions. This condi- 
tion is very strong and, for the kinds of applications that 2re to be addressed 
by this calculation, uninteresting. It is assumed, therefore, that the coherent 
part of E generally makes a non-negligible contribution for particular confi- 
gurations of scatterers. 
It has been assumed already that the signal waveform s(t) is relatively 
narrowband and not of very long duration, although, of course, its duration 
must be long compared to the inverse of its center frequency in order satisfy 
the condition of being narrowband. In the limit that s(t) is sufficiently 
narrowband, the power spectra of s,,(t) and s(t) will be very similar and, as a 
consequence of the Wiener-Khintchine theorem (HORTON 1969), the cross 
correlation function en,,,@) will closely resemble the autocorrelation func- 
tion ~ ( z ) .  If it is assumed further that s(t) is unexceptional and belongs to the 
class of waveforms which include, for example, pulsed sillusoids and FM 
slides of narrow bandwidth, then ~ ( z ) ,  and correspondingly enm(t), will 
oscillate rapidly with z and contain nearly equal positive and negative parts, 
so that 
which can be shown by application of the Wiener-Khintchine theorem to 
the power spectrum of s(t). If the collection of scatterers are randomly 
distributed in V, then the argument z=2(rn-r,)/c, of enm for n 4= m will be 
a stochastic variable and the contribution of the coherent part of E to the 
mean of E with respect to the ensemble of all possible, allowed configurati- 
ons of scatterers in V will be negligible. In this random-phase-type approxi- 
mation, then, the mean or  ensemble-averaged time-integrated echo intensi- 
ty E will be simply the ensemble-average of the incoherent contribution to E ,  
viz. 
where all quantities written with an overhead bar are averaged with respect 
to the ensemble of all possible, allowed configurations of scatterers in V.  
